
Training and Pruning Grapes 

Training and pruning are interdependent operations. Young 
vines are trained to a system of growth on the trellis by 
pruning, where mature vines are pruned to maintain the 
system. 
 
Proper pruning and training of a grapevine is dependent 
upon a knowledge of its fruiting habit. To the uninformed 
homeowner, both are confusing operations. 
 
Year 1: The primary objectives in training a young vine are 
the development of a large, healthy root system and straight 
semi-permanent trunk. When planted, the vine should be 
pruned to the best single cane which should then be pruned 
to eight or ten buds. When the new shoots are no more than 
one inch long, all except the two topmost are removed to 
promote growth in height. Vines should be planted eight feet 
apart within the row. If flower clusters develop, remove 
them. They may look great, but flower clusters left to mature 
will only weaken the plant. 
 
Year 2: After the first growing season in the early spring 
(March), before the buds begin to break, select the most 
vigorous cane for the trunk and tie it to the top wire. Cut the 
cane off above the wire and remove all other canes. If no 
cane is long enough to reach the top wire, tie the strongest 
one to the bottom wire, and extend it to the top wire the 
following year. If no cane is long enough to reach either wire, 
prune as done in Year 1 above. Again remove all flower 
clusters in early summer. 
 
Year 3: If last years cane reached the top wire at pruning 
time, you need to select canes for your training system this 
year. No one training system is best for all varieties under all 
circumstances. For the home owner the Four-arm Kniffen 
system proves to be the best under a wide range of 
circumstances. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Procedure: 
1. Select four straight, unbranched one-year-old canes 

about 1/4 to 3/8 of an inch in diameter. These canes 
should originate from the trunk, but when this is not 
feasible, as near to it as possible. 

2. Select two other canes near the level of each wire and 
prune each of these to two to three buds. These are 
called “renewal spurs” from which new canes for the 
following year may originate near the trunk. 

3. Remove all other growth from the vine. 
4. Shorten the selected canes, leaving eight to twelve buds 

on each. The number of buds you leave on depends upon 
the grape variety and vine vigor. The weaker the vine the 
fewer number of buds left on. 

 
The following is a suggested list of the number of buds to have 
according to variety and pruning severity for some varieties 
(balanced pruning): 

 
5. Canes should be tied snugly near the tip. Long canes 

should be wrapped around the trellis. 
6. When selecting canes, choose those having a dark 

brownish-red color. The darker the color, the greater the 
exposure to the sun the preceding year. Such canes are 
most productive. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Four-Arm Kniffin Training System 

 

 

Variety 

 

Number of buds to 

leave for 1st lb. of 

cane pruning per vine 

Additional buds to 

leave for each  

additional lb. of 

cane pruning per 

Buffalo 40 plus 10 

Concord 30 plus 10 

Niagara 25 plus 10 

Delaware 20 plus 10 

French Hybrids 20 plus 10 



Every year thereafter, replace the old canes with new canes 
from the renewal spurs and leave new renewal spurs as 
shown in Figures 1 & 2.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another system of training called the Umbrella Kniffin is 
established by bringing the trunk up to the top wire in year 
two after planting just like the Four-Arm Kniffen System. 
However, in year three 2-4 canes are selected from the top 
portion of the trunk and all other canes are removed. The 
selected canes are then bent over the top of the wire sharply 
enough so the outer bark cracks at the bend, and the tips of 
the canes are tied to the lower wire. Each year these canes 
are replaced with new canes originating from the area near 
the top of the trunk, and once again all others are removed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Remember the number of canes you leave and ultimately the 
number of buds will depend on the grape variety and plant 
vigor. 
 
Pruning Neglected Vines: A vine unpruned for several years 
has a low reserve of food in the roots and trunks. To restore 
these reserves, a large healthy leaf surface and no fruit crop 
is needed. In the first year, select the best quality canes and 
40 to 80 buds should be retained and renewal spurs left at 
points where canes are wanted the following year. All flower 
clusters should be removed before fruit sets. During year 2 
balance pruning should be done. Good weed control and 
adequate fertilization speed the recovery of neglected vines. 
 
Fertilization: After spring planting, 2 ounces of 10-10-10 
should be placed around the vine, but no closer than 12 
inches from the trunk. In succeeding springs, this amount 
should be doubled yearly until a maximum of 1 pound of 10-
10-10, or its equivalent is applied per vine each year. Apply 
fertilizer as soon as possible in the spring but before the end 
of April. 
 
The Trellis:  
 

 
Durable types of wood posts include black locust, Osage 
orange, red cedar and white oak. Less durable types of wood 
should be treated to increase their durability. 
 
End posts should be longer and heavier than line posts and 
must be well braced. Set end posts 3 feet in the ground and 
line posts 2 feet in. 
 
Galvanized wire having size numbers 9, 10 and 11 are 
commonly used for the trellis. 
 
Source: Russell Welser, Sr. Resource Educator, Cornell Cooperative 
Extension of Ontario County. 

Figure 1: A vine before pruning which has been trained to the 

Four-Arm Kniffin System 

Figure 2: The same vine as Figure 1 after pruning. 

Umbrella Kniffin System 


